human sexual activity wikipedia - human sexual activity human sexual practice or human sexual behaviour is the manner in which humans experience and express their sexuality people engage in a variety of sexual acts ranging from activities done alone e g masturbation to acts with another person e g sexual intercourse non penetrative sex oral sex etc in varying patterns of frequency for a wide variety of reasons, sex education human sexuality sexual intimacy - sex education human sexuality sexual intimacy, sex and character by otto weininger the absolute - homosexuality and pederasty the law of sexual attraction gives the long sought for explanation of sexual inversion of sexual inclination towards members of the same sex whether or not that be accompanied by aversion from members of the opposite sex, between the gender lines the science of transgender - gender identity haunts every aspect of our lives dictating the outcomes of our conversations our workplaces our relationships even our bath products before most infants are named they are assigned a sex based on the appearance of their external genitalia by a third party these decisions are dolled out in a typically binary fashion with no expectaions for ambiguity, ozy a response to spandrell slate star codex - first let s address the issue of homosexuality spandrell argues that there s no way on earth that a condition that makes you lose attraction towards the opposite sex is going to survive natural selection, when christians become a hated minority cnn belief - by john blake cnn when peter sprigg speaks publicly about his opposition to homosexuality something odd often happens during his speeches people raise their hands to challenge his assertions that the bible condemns homosexuality but no christians speak out to defend him, parks and recreation series tv tropes - parks and recreation or parks and rec to its friends is a 2009 2015 nbc work com about small town government centering on the employees of the parks and recreation department of the fictional town of pawnee indiana created by the same people as the u s version of the office and filmed in the same mockumentary style it essentially does for the public sector what its sister show does for, women should save their virginity for marriage return of - in a relationship men want sex and women want attention some men give attention knowing they won t get much sex and some women give sex knowing they won t get the full attention they crave, book review age of em slate star codex - one unaddressed question that i find more interesting than the ems themselves what about the humans left behind after the em civilization falls, the agenda behind bruce jenner s transformation the - bruce jenner is now known as caitlyn jenner and for some reason all media outlets have converged to turn this personal transformation into a massive, does the catholic church hate women strange notions - the catholic church is subjected to a great deal of suspicion if not outright scorn when it comes to its treatment of women does the church treat women as second class in short does the catholic church hate women few people would put the question that strongly yet many believe the answer, polygenism is problematic a catholic caution on another - msgr pope thanks for the excellent thoughts i highly suggest mike flynn s article on catholicism and polygenism along with mark shea follow up piece both show how it is not just possible but reasonable and orthodox to believe both 1 there is one man from whom all humans are descended and 2 biological polygenism is true, tet take two islam s 2016 european offensive gates of - tet take two islam s 2016 european offensive by matthew bracken november 2015 more than a decade ago i wrote my first novel enemies foreign and domestic part of my motivation was to establish my bona fides at forecasting social political and military trends i didn t like the direction america was heading and i wanted to warn as many readers as possible about some of the dangers i , meet the woman who wants to reduce the male population by - meet the woman who wants to reduce the male population by 90 for peace, formula for human genius and creativity super memory - this article is an attempt at formulating a prescription for genius and creativity in equal part it was written to inspire the bright ones as it is supposed to help those who consider themselves less intellectually fortunate, the socialist phenomenon by igor shafarevich - the following is a transcription of igor shafarevich s the socialist phenomenon this work was originally published in russian in france under the title sotsializm kak iavlenie mirovoi istorii in 1975 by ymca press an english translation was subsequently published in 1980 by harper row